Castles of Poitou-Charente

medieval sites in June 2019 and saw
numerous castles and many fine churches
and abbeys, some with glorious wall paintings
surviving. Many of the castles founded in the
11th century went on to become stronglywalled seats of power expressed through the
construction of a donjon, whose lords
competed for land and influence.

Castles of Poitou-Charente
The CSG tour 19-27 June
2019
Report by Peter Purton
Report by Peter Purton
The medieval counties of Poitou, Angoulême
and the lordship of Saintes lie within the
modern region of Poitou-Charente. In medieval
times the land was low-lying, fertile and rich
apart from some zones of marshland and its
location on a pilgrim route to Santiago de
Compostela created further opportunities for
wealth. In the north, major rivers such as the
Vienne drain into the Loire and in the south the
Charente is the largest. Castles and towns were
frequently sited at crossing points of these
rivers. Castle building began early in the region
and more than 450 have been located by
historians and archaeologists, many of which
developed from earth and timber
constructions - there are many hundreds of
possible mottes, most not further studied - into
large stone buildings. A prosperous part of the
Roman empire, south west France also has
many monuments of the early Frankish
settlement, and large tombstones of the
Merovingian era are to be seen. There is a 6th
century baptistery in Poitiers itself.

The territories became part of the Angevin
empire when Eleanor of Aquitaine married
the future King Henry II (1152) but many
powerful families continued to vie for power,
sometimes involving conflict with their
overlords of whom Richard I (1189-99) who
became count of Poitou before he became
king played a major role in local struggles.
Later, as the Capetian kings of France
undermined Angevin rule, they played one
king against another and switched sides
depending on calculations of who was going
to win. Henry III’s failed attempt to recover
these lands in 1242-44 effectively saw the end
of English involvement until a brief recovery in
the first decades of the Hundred Years War,
and the peace of Brétigny (1360) gave the
lands to Edward III. However, the French led
by Du Guesclin quickly recaptured the region
in the 1370s. In the 15th century,as elsewhere,
wealthy castle owners tended to invest in
lavish building in new styles, often on the same
site as their now old castles, and the 16th
century wars of religion, which had a
substantial impact here because French
Protestantism was well-rooted in the south
west, saw many castles re-used militarily, with
numerous gun loops inserted into old walls.

Among the families who ‘succeeded’ were the
Lusignans whose home castle is near Poitiers,
who went on to become kings of Jerusalem
and to rule Cyprus. Other regional potentates
included bishops who created enduring secular
Led by Pamela Marshal with the help of lordships for their families as well. Two of
Richard Eales, 20 CSG members toured the these featured on the tour.
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Scorbie-Clairvaux (fig. 1)
The castle at Scorbie-Clairvaux (Vienne) stands
on a hill to the north of Poitiers. Excavations by
the university of that city over the last five years
are led by Dr. Nicolas Prouteau who was our
guide. It was built at the end of the 11th century
by one of three major families in the area,
serving as an officer of the count of Poitou. The
rectangular great tower dated to the early 12th
century and was compared with those of
Saumur, Loudon and Mirebeau, but today only
the lower section stands. Nearby the chapel
and small sections of the curtain wall survive.
Richard I strengthened it in 1182 in order to
reinforce control of the north of his county - his
father tried but failed to stop him. Building work
continued into the 1190s. Slots for hoarding
were placed at the top, and a horseshoeshaped tower was erected around the foot of
the donjon, which is attributed to Richard – 21
metres in diameter, 28 metres in height, it has
been compared with the tower at Conisbrough.
By this time the original tower was already
ruined. The entry to the castle was through a
gate and passage that curled around in front of
and below the donjon, cut deep into the rock.
The excavation recovered 12th and 13th
century pottery from here and also identified a
horse drinking trough at the side of the passage.
The large chapel is dated to 1120-1150. It was
given to an abbey in 1180 and became a priory.
Now sporting a new roof the interior contains
wall paintings. 23 dogs’ bodies were found
suggesting a hunting role. Dr Prouteau
proposed that in its 12th century form the
castle had a largely military function.

gates dating from the hundred years’ war but
inside five separate castles. From the 11th to
the 13th centuries members of the Isembert
family were successively bishops of Poitiers
and created lordships for the rest of the
family, making Chauvigny a site of coseigneurie on a grand scale. At one end of the
promontory stands the bishop’s castle also
known as the Baronial castle as the bishop
had both functions. It comprises buildings of
many periods including an original donjon
and structures up to the 15th century: visiting
it involves competing with a large collection
of birds of prey. Next to it is the Château
d’Harcourt, a rectangular enclosure of the
13th century, once but no longer with a ditch
and with lodgings and a tower overlooking
the valley. The Château Gouzon is a donjon
(now a museum) originally built in the late
11th century then extended by another bay,
and raised in height, in the 12th. The stages
can be observed in the differences between
the buttresses. The other two sites are the
(private) early Tour de Flins (a small donjon
modified in later centuries) and vestiges of
Montleon. Between this and Gouzon was
squeezed (another) St Peter’s church
containing spectacular Romanesque carvings.

The abbey of St Savin, east of Chauvigny, was
originally walled and sat by a walled town
with an important, surviving bridge (dating to
the 13th /14th century) and a motte castle.
The surviving abbey buildings are from 10501100 and contain spectacular paintings on
the roof. The town and abbey played a part
in the hundred years’ war, switching from
English to French control in 1369, and the
Chauvigny (fig. 2)
medieval defences were among the
Close to the major episcopal city of Chauvigny casualties of the wars of religion.
(Vienne) the church of St Peter les églises
contains wall paintings dated to the late 10th Grand Pressigny (figs. 3, 4)
century although the building was founded North-east of Poitiers is the castle of Grand
by the Carolingians. Chauvigny itself is a Pressigny (Indre et Loire), a very early fortifiremarkable hill-top town with a city wall and cation first mentioned by the 6th century
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Left: Fig 1. Scorbie
Clairvaux - donjon
and chemise.

and chemise.
Left: Fig 2. Chauvigny
- panorama of 5
castles with Bishop’s
tower on the far left.

Below Left: Fig.3.
Grand Pressigny gatehouse.

Below Right: Fig.4.
Grand Pressigny - half a
donjon and its chemise
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chronicler Gregory of Tours and noticed in an
8th century charter. Guillaume de Pressigny
certainly had a castle there by the 1190s. The
donjon was of four wooden floors over a
basement and occupied a walled space with
attached buildings. It was entered at ground
floor level from a narrow passage in the
complex. In 1202 King John tried to confiscate
it but Guillaume did not leave and instead
pledged himself to Philip Augustus, king of
France. He also doubled the thickness of the
donjon walls and created a stone, towered
curtain around the inner ward. By the 13th
century the gate tower at the far end of the
complex had been made into a gatehouse with
round towers. Later, new owners erected
lodgings in renaissance style and reconfigured
the donjon to have seven floors, five of them
vaulted. Sadly, half of this great tower collapsed in dramatic fashion in 1988 – before
and after photographs are on display along
with reconstruction drawings and archaeological finds in a modern museum now separating
the inner from the outer wards.

Angles sur Anglin (fig. 5)

point of conflict and construction up to the
15th century. The first castle on the site was a
motte with a small bailey, dated to c. 1025,
which was left standing at the opposite end to
the later entrance, but cut off from the new
castle by a natural ravine possibly widened by
human effort – it is known as the ‘tranchée des
Anglais’ after a possibly legendary account of
English soldiers using it to gain entry during
the 100 years’ war. A chapel still stands in this
early castle, which preserves some original
stone walls. A 12th century chapel (St Mary)
stands over the gate (an arrangement not
uncommon in France)¹, to which a barbican
was added in 1470. Inside, between the inner
and outer wards, lies a donjon, or rather two:
the first, much smaller, with a surviving
Romanesque vault, was partly demolished and
a grand new structure was built on one end
across the width of the ridge from 1301.
Further work to modernise the tower is
represented by the lower levels of a grand
staircase dating to the 15th century. The
bishop’s coat of arms decorating the castle
gate is of the same date. In the barbican-like
structure built to host a postern gate into the
ravine are a number of gun loops, and several
more in the curtain wall on the north face (the
other side being against the river): some were
of 14th century origin and others appear to
have been inserted presumably during the
wars of religion.
Parthenay (figs. 6, 7)

More impressive are the remains of the 300
metre-long hill-top castle of Angles sur Anglin
(Vienne), dominating a crossing point of that
river, and also boasting a fortified town though
little remains of the urban defences. The castle
by contrast dominates the landscape. Like
Chauvigny, not far distant, it was owned by the
Isembert family and the bishops they spawned
between 963 and 1087, then fell into the
hands of the Lusignans before returning to the
bishops in 1300. Thereafter it ceased being a

To the north west of Poitiers the lords of
Parthenay were the significant family,
following first the counts of Poitou then the
bishops of Bordeaux. The first reference is in
1020 but no archaeological remains earlier
than the 12th century survive. It is the chief
town of a region known as the ‘gatine’
(i.e.,‘waste’). Its construction in the 13th
century is identified in a period of war with
King John and English subsidies assisted the
work. The upper town occupies a long hill

A few miles south stands the walled town and
castle of La Roche Posay (Vienne), on an
important crossing of the river Creuse. The
town gate survives as does the 12th century
donjon of the castle and an interesting
fortified church with a turret built onto the
side overlooking the river.
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Above: Left: Fig. 5. Angles sur Anglin - curtain, donjons centre.
Right: Fig. 6. Parthenay - Porte St Jacques.

Left:: Fig. 7. Parthenay Castle - 15th century Richemont bastion.
Right: Fig. 8.1. Coudray Salbart - aerial view from the south-west (Image: © Jean-Michel Goulard)

Left: Fig. 8.2 Coudray Salbart - main gate and towers, seen from the now destroyed barbican. View
from the north-west. Right: Fig. 9. Coudray Salbart - drawbridge chamber above gate (restored).
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surrounded by a powerful, towered curtain
with a prominent gate from the lower town,
in which more of the wall is preserved along
with the splendid Porte St Jacques. The castle
occupies the end of the ridge, cut off by a
ditch and the 13th century castle is shaped
like an irregular triangle with six round
towers, one of which was incorporated into
a strong artillery fort, the bastille de
Richemont built in the 15th century, named
after the lord who was granted the town
when the Archeveque family died out, and a
new frontal wall pierced for guns was erected
in front of the old wall along the ditch. The
other half of the original twin-towered
gatehouse has disappeared. Nothing remains
of the interior buildings. The old town itself
still contains many medieval houses and
interesting churches.
Le Coudray-Salbart (figs. 8-11)
The same family was responsible for building
the intriguing castle of Le Coudray-Salbart,
when as an ally of the Angevins they obtained
financial subsidies from John from 1202 and
remained loyal until the province was definitively lost in 1228, after which the castle lost
its strategic significance. In the form of a
trapezium c. 55 by 35 metres, ditched and
with an outer bailey with a barbican now
largely disappeared, the inner castle is
flanked by six large but different towers. This
final form emerged after a rapid period of
building during which the original more
modest castle of c. 1200 was extended substantially to the north almost as soon as
completed, doubling the area and requiring
a relocation of the entrance. Foundations of
the demolished curtain can be seen inside.
The gate is a passage through a single circular
tower (compare the Dublin gate at Trim) and
the drawbridge mechanism has been reconstructed in the room above. Also circular is
the tour Bois-Berthier, 12m in diameter with
finely vaulted chambers. Two of the towers
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

are beaked, and one has been doubled in
wall thickness by the addition of masonry
standing to half the height of the tower. A
remarkable feature is the gallery that runs
around at ground level inside the thickness
of the curtain wall with regularly spaced
loops which must surely be designed for
defence while numerous other loops stand
in embrasures inside the towers, although
those in the Tour Bois Berthier must be for
display since they could not have functioned
for shooting from. Displayed in one of the
galleries are reconstruction drawings of the
proposed building sequence – some doubts
were expressed about what was suggested.
The great tower has a pronounced beak and
is provided with spacious and ornate chambers inside, now restored as is some of the
rest of the castle which is administered by
the ‘Friends of Coudray-Salbart’. Jean
Mesqui (Châteaux forts et fortifications en
France, 2000, 138-41) has identified many
connections with Plantagenet castle-building
at Loches and Dover including the crossed
and stirrup loops which are among the earliest in France. It is, he states, ‘un château
exceptionnel’.
Niort (fig. 12)
Also exceptional is the Plantagenet castle at
Niort (Deux Sèvres) consisting of two
donjons in an enclosure, linked by a logis
building in the 15th century. Both are rectangular with cylindrical buttressing at the corners. Exact dating is uncertain but they are
attributed to Henry II and to Eleanor of
Aquitaine or to Henry and Richard. Presumably signifying joint sovereignty, they may
date from either the 1160s or possibly (as
proposed by the writer of an authoritative
monograph, Marie Baudry) 1174-85. The
interior has been transformed into a
museum containing interesting archaeology
and medieval tombstones; the castle’s actual
defences, comprising a towered curtain wall,
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Fig. 10. Coudray Salbart - one of the galleries inside the curtain walls.
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as well as the city’s own wall, have been
demolished leaving the twin towers isolated,
and looking very different from how they
would have appeared when serving as royal
or comital residences.

IX) kindly allowed the family to retain the
castle in exchange for 400 livres per year and
the maintenance of a royal garrison inside –
an expensive lesson in choosing the losing
side. The pentagonal castle occupies a hill top
now shared with private dwellings that
Cherveux (figs. 13, 14)
A short distance north of Niort is the castle of prevent access to the ruinous pentangular
Cherveux (Deux Sèvres) which is a two-ward donjon but there remain a fortified church
castle on a low lying site, but Cherveux-le- which is part of the castle perimeter, a looped
vieux, constructed by the Lusignan family, had twin-towered gatehouse of the first half of
been destroyed by the 13th century and the the 13th century and stretches of curtain wall
new version was put up by Robert Cunning- pierced with gun loops in the 15th century.
ham, a Scottish soldier who was rewarded for Gençay (figs. 16, 17)
his service in the guard of king Charles VII and
Close by is Gençay (Vienne) standing like
built the castle from 1470. A prominent coat of
Château Larcher high above the river Clouère,
arms on the front displays his ownership alongwhere Clément Arnaud, who is doing his
side the fleur de lys and the current owner, M.
doctorate on the castle under Dr Prouteau,
François Redien, whose family bought the farm
led the tour. Originally a 10th century castrum
on which it stands, is proud to display the
of the counts of Poitou, when it was burnt in
Scottish connection to visitors. A small towered
war, it fell to the counts of La Marche. Later
courtyard, very ruinous, lies inside a wet moat.
(12th century), a donjon with buttresses was
One tower has been demolished. The original
built there by new owners the lords of
entrance survives as a keep-gatehouse but was
Rancon, and its foundations remain inside the
replaced by a new bridge and gatehouse. The
later curtain wall. In the 1240s the castle fell
donjon has five floors, much ruined or partially
into the hands of the victorious French king
restored. There are fireplaces and garderobes
whose brother (Alphonse de Poitiers) gave it
and a remarkable amount of original timber has
as a reward to a loyal supporter who started
been preserved in the roof both of the donjon
to build what stands now. The donjon was
and of the adjacent great hall, which now lacks
abandoned and a new great hall built on the
its original plaster and tiles. There is a gallery
other side of the gate - a 14th century window
around the top of the donjon pierced with 15th
in the curtain remains as evidence. There
century gun loops and here and there 16th
were further changes when during the
century loops have been driven through the
hundred years’ war the heiress married an
walls, dating from the wars of religion. Four
English settler, Gregory Says, and it took a two
carvings on each of the top corners of the tower
year-long siege by Du Guesclin to restore it to
include a pisser, a crapper and a bagpiper! The
French possession in 1374, the last English
owner prefers looking after his castle to farming
possession in Poitou to hold out. In front of
and should ensure its future.
the twin towered gatehouse is a small but
Château Larcher (fig. 15)
well defended châtelet of 1240-70 with 14th
Château Larcher (Vienne) was also a Lusignan century gun loops added by Gregory, who
castle. Following the final defeat of the may also have heightened the front curtain
Plantagenets after Henry III’s failed (or it may have been done later by the Duke
expedition of 1242 the king of France (Louis of Berry, the king’s brother who took it over).
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Top: Left: Fig. 11. Coudray Salbart - Tour
Double (left), Tour Bois Berthier (right).
Top: Right: Fig. 12. Niort - the two donjons.
Middle, Left: Fig. 13. Cherveux - Great tower
with moat and bridge.
Middle, Right: Fig. 14. Cherveux- Great Tower
wall-walk carving of bagpiper.
BELOW: Fig. 15. Château Larcher - the church
is built into the castle
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The gate is protected by a double portcullis
and a drawbridge at the end of the stone
bridge. The curtain forms a triangle following
the contours of the hill with towers at each
corner, though the north tower has gone. A
remarkable covered passage snaked down
from a gate in the south curtain to a postern
in the ditch far below.
St Germain de Confolens (fig. 18)
The castle at St Germain de Confolens
(Charente) is now represented by two
prominent towers of the 15th century
standing high on a hill overlooking the river
Vienne and bridge and a much ruined inner
bailey in which is located the foundations of
the castle’s original 11th century donjon. The
preserved chapel of St Vincent stands in the
outer bailey close by. In the 16th century, gun
loops were pierced in all the towers several
of which are accessible.
La Rochefoucauld (fig. 19)
Further south, in the old county of Angoulême,
stands La Rochefoucauld (Charente), a castle
with a long history of ownership by the same
family since its foundation in 980 by one
Foucauld, allegedly as a protection against
Viking attacks. The dowager duchess, an
elderly lady whose son is the current duke,
provided a personal tour in which her grasp of
history was a little shaky but her pride in her
lineage was evident. Built into a Renaissance
façade, the first donjon is dated to 1010. The
twin towered gatehouse and the curtain wall
date from the 1220s. In 1453, three additional
towers were added to the structure and at the
end of the fifteenth century the internal
buildings were constructed and the ancient
donjon was raised in height (it was long just a
two-storey keep) to match the new height of
the walls and residential wings. The then duke
was a cousin of King Francis I (1515-47) and
under the influence of his wife Ann the
surviving three storeys of galleries were
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

added; inside there is a magnificent staircase
designed by Leonardo da Vinci (then residing
at the French court). Damaged by fire and
abandoned for years the castle survived the
French revolution and was returned to the
family and restoration began in the last
century. Visitors can also see inside the
gatehouse towers and CSG were able to inspect
a superb family archive with original medieval
documents carefully preserved. It was possible
to visit much of the interior including the
passage down to the river to a cave where the
stands the rock from which the castle and
family have taken their name.
Angoulême
The former Roman city of Angoulême itself
still boasts Gallo-Roman ramparts and many
churches including a large cathedral. The
castle of the counts, however, was reduced
to two surviving towers and the rest buried
beneath the current city hall. Access was
obtained through the good offices of Jacques
Baudet of the Société Archéologique et
Historique de la Charente who opened up the
Society’s museum which contains a
wonderful collection of antiquities of many
ages including medieval capitals and
tombstones from the former castle and local
abbeys. The male line of counts died out and
the heiress married into the Lusignan family:
when the region became French in 1242 the
new regime was marked physically by the
erection of a new royal castle inside the city
(which has now disappeared totally). During
the brief period of English conquest in the
mid-14th century the Black Prince held court
in the old comital castle. Access would have
been impossible without M. Baudet’s
assistance although the interior of both
surviving towers, one of them the donjon, has
been set up with information boards and
models including one of the disappeared later
castle. The route involved climbing to the roof
level of the originally thirteenth century Tour
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Above: Fig. 16. Gençay: ditch bridge, chatelet, gatehouse. Right: Fig. 17. Gençay south front

Above left: Fig. 18. St Germain de Confolens frontage.
Right: Fig. 19. La Rochefoucauld - donjon 1010 behind 13th century gatehouse; one of the 15th
century towers far left.

Above left: Fig. 20. Aubeterre - castle stands above rock-cut church.
Right: Fig. 21. Villebois-Lavalette - chapel (or two) at gate.
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Isabelle then crossing the original roof line to basement dating to the 12th or 13th century.
Recent discussion suggests it may never have
access the upper levels of the donjon.
been roofed so what was it for? It appears to
Aubeterre (fig. 20)
be the lower level of a vast hall block and it
South of the old city is the remarkable church possesses its own well. The chapel building is
at Aubeterre excavated from the rock also undergoing restoration, it stands over a
originating as a late Roman Mithraeum then gate passage (though the main entrance was
taken over by the Benedictines and converted through twin 13th century towers at the
over a long period up to the 12th century into opposite end of the castle) but the actual
a church that is now the size and height of the chapel building on the ground floor is
cathedral, with galleries carved out of the rock inaccessible. Access was gained to the upper
overlooking the interior in which hundreds of level which is largely plain and there was
tombs have been found. From the upper debate as to whether this was a chamber, or
gallery there ran a tunnel up through the rock perhaps an upper chapel, one for the
to reach the castle, now inaccessible because pilgrims, the other for the castle? A circuit of
privately owned, which occupied the top of the exterior of the towered curtain revealed
the rock. The motte of the first castle can be it had been provided with almost every
seen behind the later curtain wall, and a small known variety of arrow loop.
but impressive gatehouse, the pedestrian Montignac (fig. 22)
route to the dependent town below, and
some of the curtain walls and its turrets A few miles north of Angoulême is the
important early castle of the counts at
remain visible.
Andone, undergoing excavation and now
Villebois-Lavalette (fig. 21)
inaccessible, but nearby is the castle of
The impressive remains of Villebois-Lavalette Montignac (Charente) which replaced it as a
(Charente) – the final part of the name is a centre of comital power in 1028. The fine but
19th century addition – was, like Aubeterre, small two storey donjon has been dated (by
a castellany attached to the county of Baudry) to the 1140s. Andone did not have a
Angoulême. The first reference to Fourchier gate tower but Montignac has a fine though
de Villebois (in a Latin form) is found in the modest specimen providing access to the
8th century. Its location on the Roman road town, and bits of a once substantial curtain
from Perigueux to Saintes may account for its wall enclosing a large area. The council’s
existence, and its Romanesque chapel relates gardeners working on the grounds kindly
to it being on a pilgrim route. It was taken fetched the key to allow access to the interior
then retaken in the 100 years’ war eventually but the building was much messed with in
falling to the Duke of Berry and was the seat later centuries and not much could be learnt.
of a prominent local family. At the end of the Cognac (Title image)
sixteenth century a new château was built on
the medieval castle by the duke D’Epernon Cognac (Charente) is better known for
after he captured it in 1589. Today, the site is reasons other than its castle and a brandy
a mixture of all these periods, sometimes hard plant now occupies its site. It had been
to disentangle, and some excavation and important into early modern times: there are
restoration has taken place. The early motte parts of the 13th century curtain wall and a
is still visible but built into its side (and of massive city gate and a large tower of the
much greater dimensions) is an immense castle logis, substantially rebuilt in the 14th
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and 15th centuries. It is revered as the It remained in English control and Edward I
birthplace of King Francis I.
bought the town and immediately ordered the
bastide built in the 1280s. In 1337 it fell to the
Pons (figs. 23, 24)
French after a two month siege and was never
Pons (Charente Maritime) today is an recovered by the English. In 1405, the Castilian
enormous donjon visible for miles as it stands naval captain Pero Nino was based there with
on a height above its town. Originally a ships to harass the Gascon wine trade. The
castrum, its ovoidal shape can be traced in the town is now a tourist destination but there
pattern of the roads though little remains of remain large parts of the walls and a beautiful
the curtain. The first reference to Geoffrey de church which stands next to what appears to
Pons was in 1067, when he was a supporter have been a water gate that would have been
of the Angevin counts. The donjon itself dates adjacent to the motte.
from the late 12th century although it is
thought possible that another lordship (as at La Rochelle (fig. 26)
Chauvigny and elsewhere) also existed inside The city of La Rochelle (Charente Maritime) is
the walls. In 1136 the first donjon was well known to many visitors chiefly because of
destroyed by the count of Angoulême and it the towers built to protect the harbour. It was
was rebuilt when it was recovered. Richard established as a new town by the counts of
the Lionheart punished the current Geoffrey Poitou in the 1130s, it boomed as a trading port
in the 1180s by confiscating the castle so it is and grew in size requiring an extension to its
possible that the present structure dates from walls. A castle was built inside that excavation
a rebuild after he got it back. Later, it had to revealed had a huge area. The French captured
be retaken by force by its lord from his it in 1224 and although regained by the Black
estranged wife who held it against him in Prince it was recovered in 1372 when the
1372. The site has been excavated and it is English garrison was overpowered by the inhabclear that the immense tower was a result of itants, allegedly (according to a story told by
extending the earlier version by removing two Froissart) because a stupid governor was
walls and also heightening it. There is no conned by the townsfolk into bringing his
question of its fundamentally symbolic and troops to parade outside the castle. When they
ceremonial role: there are only two floors and then handed the place over to the King of
the main room above the basement soars into France they first demanded the demolition of
the air in breath-taking fashion. It was pointed the castle. The two towers between which a
out that the double set of garderobes set chain could be suspended to block the harbour
behind the high end of the room resembled (called St Nicholas and Chain towers) were built
the arrangement at Norwich.
in the 1370s and 1380s while the Lanterne
tower (serving as a lighthouse) was put up in
Talmont sur Gironde (fig. 25)
the 1450s. Of the city walls the only survival is
Talmont sur Gironde (Charente Maritime) was the magnificent Grosse Horloge, a clock
a bastide built at the end of a promontory at mounted on top of one of the city gates. Unlike
the mouth of the estuary of the river as it came most places visited, detailed information on the
down from Bordeaux, allowing ships based history and construction of the towers is readily
there to interfere or assist the wine trade that available on site.
was so vital. From around 1083 there was a
castrum and the original motte was put up next The final leg of the tour was based in the
to the church of Ste Radegonde (12th century). ancient Roman city of Saintes (CharenteTHE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Above left: Fig. 22. Montignac donjon from the
S-E. Right: Fig. 23. Pons - donjon from the S.

Left: Fig. 24. Pons - donjon interior is a single hall. Right: Fig. 25. Talmont sur Gironde -curtain
wall and 12th century church of Ste Radegonde.
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Fig. 26. La Rochelle - St Nicholas (left) and Chain towers.

Maritime), capital of the region in which the
ubiquitous Saintonge pottery originated. It
has a number of medieval churches including
an immense but sombre Gothic cathedral,
and an enormous Romanesque crypt housing
the bones of an early Christian martyr (St
Eustoque) but only fragments of the GalloRoman and medieval town walls and parts of
the 17th century bastioned fortress built over
the site of the medieval castle and count’s
palace.
Further reading
Guidebooks to the sites mentioned are rare.
Baudry, M-P, Les fortifications des Plantagenets en
Poitou 1154-1242, 2001
Baudry, M-P, Chateaux Romans en Poitou-Charentes
X-XII siècles, Cahiers du Patrimoine 95, 2011
Baudry, M-P, Le Château de Niort, Editions
Patrimoines 2013
Bonnin J-C and Faucherre, N, The towers of La
Rochelle (Eng. Ed.), Editions du Patrimoine, 2004.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Chaboisseau, M-C, Chauvigny, des origines au XX s.,
Chauvigny, 2012.
Montigny, A (et al), Le château de Villebois-Lavalette
des origines à nos jours, Collection les amis du
château et du patrimoine de Villebois-Lavalette, 2018
Office de tourisme Angles sur l’Anglin, Angles sur
L’Anglin, la ville, le château, 1993.
Rochefoucauld, M de la, Stumm, F, La Rochefoucauld
castle. An epic family tale, Editions sud-ouest, nd.
Otherwise, brief information is provided in the standard
guides to French castles by Mesqui and Salch.

Notes
¹ Paul Duffy has proposed a link between this
structure and the St Mary chapel over the gate
at Carrickfergus as Angles sur Anglin stands on
a possible route north from Carcassonne (which
has a similar chapel) followed by Hugh de Lacy:
P Duffy et al (eds)., From Carrickfergus to Carcassonne. The epic deeds of Hugh de Lacy
during the Albigensian crusade, Turnhout,
2017, p. 319. Reviewed by Rachel Swallow in
the CSG Journal 32 (2018-19), 316-20.
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